
Still reading? semantha® already understands.
semantha.de

semantha reads and understands large amounts of text in any 
language, and finds the content you're looking for – no matter 
how it's worded and in just a few seconds. Instead of searching 
on a keyword level, the software takes the meaning and con-
text of your search into account while mining your unstructured 
data.



Using semantha enables your employees to move beyond silos 
and profit from valuable information about a topic. Armed with 
that knowledge, they can focus on pursuing solutions or com-
pleting more complex tasks.




Save costs by using 
resources in a more 
effective way.



Create a uniform knowl-
edge base and build upon 
employees’ insights.




Boost your team’s 
productivity and 

decision-making.

Find information more 
quickly and save time and 
effort.

Good to know: If you use semantha in other areas, such 
as requirements or legal, you additionally improve your 
knowledge management. 



speed

semantha Makes Knowledge Easily Accessible

Standard search functions often fail to consider the meaning 
and context, which leads to undesirable results. It gets even 
trickier to find relevant information when experienced workers 
retire, for example in the automotive industry. Put an end to 
knowledge gaps, wasted time, and lost productivity – with 
semantha.


Knowledge is the core of a company’s business. However, your 
employees spend a lot of time looking for and gathering the in-
formation they need in order to do their jobs efficiently. Rele-
vant content is scattered over lots of unstructured data, such as 
documents, guidelines, or procedural instructions – stored in 
different data sources across your large organization.



 

Lots of Knowledge, But Hard to Find

Unleash the Power of 
Knowledge Management
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Expand your search and find 
documents and content related to 

the topic you’re looking for.

Find data and documents that are 
similar to a given document – 

based on meaning and context.

Find content and parts in 
documents using semantic search.


